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Companies Telling Better Stories by Enhancing Disclosure
By Dave Pelland

W

ith the number of required
“The bottom line is we’re a relatively
d i s c lo s u re s i nc re a si n g ,
simple
business and our thought is the financial
With the number of required
a g row i n g nu mb er of
statement should really reflect that,” Gatti said.
companies are taking steps
For instance, Gatti said the company’s
disclosures increasing,
to enhance the effectiveness
$80 billion in revenue means it can reduce the
a growing number of
of their reporting to help
number of disclosures it can make in the $5
investors and regulators understand their
million to $10 million, or disclosures it can
companies are taking steps
strategy and performance more easily.
shift to footnotes.
Preparers and regulators told FEI’s
“We went through this process of what
to enhance the effectiveness
Current Financial Reporting Issues (CFRI)
sort of information was just not meaningful, so
conference that more companies are adapting
we wanted to provide meaningful information,
of their reporting to help
their disclosures to make them communications
and meaningful is different from material,”
documents with key stakeholders, instead of
Gatti said.
investors and regulators
just compliance documents intended to meet
Disclosure effectiveness is also gaining
regulatory requirements.
attention
among regulators and standardunderstand their strategy and
“Everybody who’s a preparer knows that
setters, with the U.S. Securities and Exchange
performance more easily.
the volume of disclosures has gotten bigger, but
Commission (SEC) issuing a concept release in
that’s not what disclosure effectiveness is about
April asking for suggestions about improving
necessarily,” said Loretta Cangialosi, Senior
the commission’s disclosure requirements.
Vice President and Controller of Pfizer, Inc.
“The purpose of this concept release was
“Certainly, redundant information, etc.
to consider ways to modernize the business and
are things to look at, but I think for preparers right now, we really
the financial disclosures in Regulation SK,” said Nilima Shah, Deputy
are at an inflection point on how do we want our financial statements
Chief Accountant in the SEC’s Division of Corporation Finance.
and our MD&A to look and sound? This is not a new area… I think
“The release focused not only on the detailed items within SK,
preparers actually can do quite a bit in making the current disclosure
things like MD&A disclosure, business disclosure, risk factors, social
regime more effective in the way that we communicate,” Cangialosi
and financial data, it also focused on some bigger picture questions
said.
like what should the nature of disclosure requirements be? Should they
Christoph Pereira, Chief Corporate Securities & Finance
be prescriptive, should they be more principles-based on that whole
Counsel, Vice President and General Counsel for Business Innovations
rules-versus-principles debate, or should they be some combination?
of General Electric Company, said his company began examining its
What are some ways that we can improve the presentation and delivery
disclosure practices following the 2008-9 financial crisis as investors
of disclosures, and how can we leverage technology to do so?”
began questioning some of the company’s investment priorities during
Similarly, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB)
the downturn.
is considering a broad disclosure model instead of issuing ad hoc
Over the subsequent years, Pereira said, the company has
reporting requirements as standards are developed or revised, said
incorporated more charts and infographics into disclosure documents,
board member Mark Siegel
including the annual proxy statement, to update stakeholders about
“We need a consistent framework for evaluating what disclosures
GE’s performance and strategic priorities.
should be put in place in a consistent fashion, a framework that’s both
“The audience is not just investors” Pereira said. “The audience
comprehensive and has its boundaries,” Siegel said. “The second part
is also your board of directors and employees and suppliers and
is after the Board requires disclosures that are broadly relevant, it’s
customers, especially a company like GE, that’s quite complex. It’s
important that [preparers] are able to say in our particular instance,
really the one document that holds the company together.”
it is not relevant or material in my circumstances. They’d have the
Similarly, Leonard Gatti, Vice President, Financial Reporting
ability and the flexibility to take out immaterial disclosures. The Board
for Comcast Corp., said his company has been working to streamline
is trying to promote the use of judgment by entities when complying
its financial reporting processes and documents to make them easier
with regard to those disclosures.”
to read and more relevant to end users.
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The regulators and standard-setters agreed disclosures
related to environmental, social and governance (ESG) risks
are likely to increase, with calls for more consistent ESG
reporting growing in reaction to the SEC’s April concept
release on Regulation SK adjustments.
“Their concerns were that today, it’s difficult to
compare disclosures from one company to the next,” Shah
said. “It’s difficult to find those disclosures … and the
commenters went on to discuss how we could potentially go
about having those disclosures. We’ve been varied as to how
we can possibly do any. Do we have our own framework? Do
we endorse a third party framework?
“It’s a topic that we are well aware of, and it’s very,
very popular. It’s something that we’re pursuing, or thinking
about at least, for the rule-making process. Where it goes
from here remains to be seen, but it’s something that is on
our minds.”
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Controllers’ Roundtable: What’s Keeping Us Up at Night?
By Olivia Berkman

A

s t he control ler’s role e volve s,
practitioners face mounting challenges
and complexities in a dynamic regulatory
environment. Corporate controllers
from several companies discussed their
key challenges at this year’s Current
Financial Reporting Issues Conference.
Though many topics were discussed during
the Controllers’ Roundtable session, non-GAAP
measures, talent acquisition and retention,
implementation of the revenue recognition
standard, and exploring shared services are clearly
top of mind for corporate controllers.

TALENT ACQUISITION AND RETENTION

Talent acquisition and retention has become a much
Non-GAAP measures,
bigger focus for controllers. Moderator Thomas
talent acquisition and
Timko, Vice President, Controller and Chief
Accounting Officer at General Motors shared, “It’s
retention, implementation something that General Motors has doubled down
on in the last several years. Not just hiring controlof the revenue recognition lers or CPAs, but trying to develop broader financial
athletes. In fact, General Motors generally looks at
standard, and exploring
it from the perspective of if you want to be able to
sit around the CFO’s table and be a direct report,
shared services are
some journey through controllership is going to be
required.”
clearly top of mind for
Eaton’s Semelsberger described the highly
corporate controllers.
NON-GAAP
competitive world of technical accounting talent.
Non-GAAP was perhaps the most talked-about
“We’ve had a really difficult time through the years
topic of this year’s CFRI conference, with the
because the Big 4 have been hiring quite a bit, and
roundtable panelists sharing varying opinions and approaches. Sam
it’s hard to get them out from a cost perspective. So, we started a
Eldessouky, Senior Vice President, Controller and Chief Accounting
financial leadership development program to improve our own staff.
Officer at Valeant Pharmaceuticals International, described their
We’ll go out to colleges and hire roughly 30-40 people, put them
approach as understanding how the company wants to operate and
through a training program for two years, a six-month rotation, we
measure its business performance internally and communicating that
put them in plants and corporate functions to try to give them a
to outside shareholders and investors.
diverse experience. It’s been a super payoff for us. If you look at the
“Going through that whole process forced us to assess almost
plant controllers we have today, 44 percent of them came out of that
every adjustment,” Eldessouky said. “We went through the history of
program.”
every adjustment: why it came about and why we should continue with
Eldessouky echoed Semelsberger’s acquisition challenge. “It’s
it. It was a very useful exercise.”
always tough to get good technical accounting talent. There’s the Big
Working for an organization that does a lot of acquisitions,
4 impact, a lot of competition and companies pulling talent from each
Ken Semelsberger, Senior Vice President and Controller at Eaton
other. Our approach is simple: the engagement, and putting them
Corporation, improves transparency by defining “operating earnings”
into high visibility roles. We view it as a partnership. We need the
for investors as costs that are not going to continue in the long term.
skillset, and we’ll give you the skillset to understand the industry and
“This takes out any kind of acquisition integration cost,”
the company.”
Semelsberger said. “We never got a quote or comment letter from
Being in the Bay Area where the fight for talent is intense, it’s
the SEC. If anything, the fact that we were consistent really helped.
easy to think that Karen Walker, Controller at the private company
The SEC is talking a lot about non-GAAP disclosures but ultimately,
Uber, might be the most challenged when it comes to acquisition.
they’re trying to understand firms that are going up and down. What
Instead, Walker says, Uber is more focused on retention these days.
we found is if you stay consistent, always reporting on this measure,
“We are blessed with a hot brand and we still see people coming in
whatever the situation is, your investors appreciate it. The lesson
very excited about the mission, so we can be very picky and selective.
we’ve learned is stay consistent, always present it the same way and
But now we’re starting to move into scaling and the retention piece is
be transparent.”
becoming a lot more important to us.
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“Some of the things
we’re doing as a company
are around culture. We’re
growing so fast and also
moving into so many new
lines of business. Just given
the geographical footprint,
there’s a lot to do and there’s
a lot to automate but you
can’t do all of that at once.
The challenge becomes how
do you make the work more
interesting? What are you
asking these very smart
people to do? That continues
to be a challenge. We’re
going to consider rotational
programs, training and
onboarding in 2017.”
Daniel Murdock, Corporate Controller at Comcast Corporation
described a similar retention issue about developing younger staff.
With a management group that is well-tenured, well-regarded and
understands the business well, there isn’t a lot of movement at that
level.
“We’re gifted in that we don’t have a lot of turnover. We have
leadership programs but a challenge is if millennials and the lower
level folks don’t see the advancement opportunities above them, how
do you keep them motivated? Now we do smaller rotation programs,
even within our department.”

GM’s Timko is most
concerned about making
sure the executive leadership
tea m u ndersta nd s t he
impact of the standard.
“For t he a ut om o bi le
manufacturers its sales
incentives, IP licensing
agreements, renta l car
agreements. We’ve been
diligent in terms of making
sure the broader finance
community understands
what’s happening through
the regional controllers.”
SHARED SERVICES

Shared service is an important concept for businesses that can provide a lot of benefits, but
that’s not to say it’s always a no-brainer for companies. “We still can’t
get some of our business to go into shared services,” Semelsberger
explained. “They’re nervous. We don’t want to force them, so we have
to cost justify. We’re trying to centralize it by creating a global shared
service center.”
Walker spoke about how Uber is leveraging shared services to
cut costs. “Our finance footprint tends to be in pretty expensive places
— San Francisco, Singapore, Amsterdam. We’re there because we’re
close to the business, but we have to take a step back and look at what
we can standardize that can go into a shared service. I’ve heard from
colleagues that come from companies that did not do this early on,
and it’s much harder to peel away those processes later.”
Though most are motivated by the cost, having a governance
model that articulates the strategy is key. Eldessouky warns,
“Approach with caution. You have to understand why you’re actually
embarking on shared services. Motivated by the cost element. I look
at it differently. You go through shared service and you’ll have better
processes, better controls and the cost will follow. Setting objectives
is important because it pre-sets the expectation within the company.
I really didn’t have a full appreciation of what the term change
management meant until I went through a shared service process.”

IMPLEMENTATION OF REVENUE RECOGNITION

When it comes to revenue recognition, Comcast’s Murdock raised two
concerns. “One we can mitigate and the other we can try to mitigate.
The first is education. You can get a false sense of comfort but it’s
important that we’re all speaking the same language. The second is
whether auditors can handle principles-based standards and revenue.”
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FASB, EITF Discuss Agenda and Simplification
By Erik Bradbury

O

n Monday, FASB chair Russell Golden,
and EITF chair and FASB Technical
Director Susan Cosper sat down with
Kenny Bement, Controller, Alphabet
Reporting and Governance, to discuss
the FASB’s current standard-setting
agenda and other topics.
CULTURE CHANGE – A CONTINUOUS PROCESS

Simplification, their
2017 agenda and board
composition were among
the topics highlighted by
the chairs of the Financial

not have the resources necessary to take on all four
projects at the same time.
Based on the comments received to date,
individual stakeholders believe different topics
should be addressed first. For example, preparers
and auditors largely feel that distinguishing
liabilities from equity is a top priority, while
investor groups largely believe financial statement
presentation and accounting for intangibles are a
higher priority.
Given the length of time it takes to deliberate,
expose, and issue a final standard, the majority of
the Board members, including Golden, may not be
around to see the completion, and certainly not the
adoption of any of these major projects.

In an effort to reduce complexity and simplify
the accounting standard regime, the Board has Accounting Standards Board
been focused on changing the FASB’s culture and
procedures. Highlighting the focus, Golden noted,
and the Emerging Issues
“We want to make sure investors are getting better
information, but sometimes there are similar ways
Task Force at
to get that better information to investors.”
FEI’s Current
Golden cited the new lease accounting
BOARD TURNOVER LOOMING
standard as an example. The improvement was
Significant Board turnover is expected as at least
Financial Reporting
to put leases on the balance sheet and provide
three of its seven members, including Daryl Buck,
transparency about lease obligations of lessees,
Larry Smith and Mark Siegel will be ending their
Issues Conference.
but the approach the Board took (through its
service within the next 18 months. In a bit of
due process and the extensive outreach associated
foreshadowing, Golden noted the Board has asked
with two exposure drafts) was to maintain the
the Board of Trustees of the Financial Accounting
distinction between capital (referred to as “finance”
Foundation (FAF) to consider the appointment
in the new standard) and operating leases for income statement and
of a preparer who could bring the large company perspective to the
cash flow purposes, which allowed for a less complex transition for
Board to replace Smith, a preparer to replace Buck as the private
preparers to get investors the information they need.
company perspective, and an investor to replace Siegel as the investor
perspective.
FASB FUTURE AGENDA
On Tuesday, November 15, FAF announced the appointments of
The FASB recently released an invitation to comment on its future
Marsha L. Hunt, Vice President—Corporate Controller at Cummins
agenda and offered four potential topics to consider:
Inc., and Harold L. Monk Jr., partner of Carr, Riggs & Ingram LLC
• Intangible Assets (including research and development)
to replace Smith and Buck.
• Pensions and Other Postretirement Benefit Plans
• Distinguishing Liabilities from Equity
IMPLEMENTATION EFFORTS CONTINUE
• Reporting Performance and Cash Flows
Implementing what is by most accounts, the most significant overhaul
of existing accounting standards in recent memory, with new standards
The Board received numerous comments from stakeholders and
on revenue recognition, lease accounting and financial instruments
plans to engage in a series of roundtables to focus on whether these
(credit losses and classification and measurement), is challenging. “The
topics are financial reporting issues, and should be added to the formal
FASB’s role doesn’t stop when we issue a standard,” Cosper noted. “We
agenda as major FASB projects.
need to provide clarity when clarity is needed.”
Acknowledging that a lot of preparers have asked for more
Revenue recognition is one such area, which is why the FASB set up
targeted changes and that there is a lot of noise in the system,
a Transition Resource Group (TRG) to assist with the implementation
Golden and Cosper noted the Staff and Board will think about those
efforts. The TRG helps provide clarification of the Board’s intent, and in
considerations going forward while also acknowledging the FASB does
some cases recommends additional standard-setting to address an issue.
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“We know that we need
to stand ready and provide
clarifications. We are thinking
about things like education and
getting the word out.” Golden
noted.
While a TRG was set up
for the new revenue standard
and the new standard on credit
losses, the FASB decided one
wasn’t needed for the new leases
standard as it doesn’t represent
as comprehensive a change as
the other two. Cosper noted
the revenue recognition TRG is
beginning to wind down and that there are no issues in the queue at
this time.

NON-GAAP

Threads of non-GAAP began
with the early keynote address
and continued throughout the
conference, including during
the discussion with Golden and
Cosper. “Investors have confidence in the numbers,” Golden
stated, noting he believes nonGAAP (which is a measure that
starts with a GAAP number and
is then adjusted by adding or
subtracting from that number to
arrive at a non-GAAP number)
is accepted and recognized by
investors because of the internal control functions we have in the U.S.,
which provide investors with perhaps more assurance over the GAAP
numbers and, in turn, greater confidence in the non-GAAP measures.
The FASB’s role in the non-GAAP space, however, is more
indirect. The Board has acknowledged certain standards lend
themselves to the higher proliferation of non-GAAP adjustments. For
example, the lack of recognition within U.S. GAAP of many common
hedging risk management strategies contributes to an environment
where non-GAAP disclosures are necessary to explain to investors the
true risk management effects of its hedging activities (e.g., generally
backing out unrealized gains and losses on those derivatives not
qualifying for hedge accounting that were entered into as “economic
hedges”).
“Hedge accounting in the U.S. is generally more restrictive,”
Golden stated. However, the Board recently issued an exposure draft
on derivatives and hedging intended to bridge some of the gap by
allowing more risk strategies to be recognized for hedge accounting
purposes.
Golden cautioned we have to recognize that some preparers
don’t agree with the rules and standards, and will want to depict their
information in a different way. It’s the Board’s job to understand what
is being done, why it is being done, and to appropriately assess whether
GAAP needs to change to address an issue highlighted by the use of
non-GAAP.

IS CONVERGENCE DEAD?

The FASB recognizes the benefit to investors that invest globally to
have similar outcomes in financial reporting via consistent accounting
standards, but there is a cost that comes along with that. According to
Golden, “we live in a country that has different laws, regulations, and
culture than others.” The FASB is engaging in dialog with the IASB
and standard-setters in other countries, and continues to look to find
common solutions to difficult financial reporting problems.
In acknowledgement of some of the difficulties within other
countries, Golden noted the best possible way forward is for standardsetters in those nations to think about whether common solutions
should continue to be the goal, and to engage in a strong and equal
dialog among countries. The FASB continues to sit on advisory groups
to the IASB and contribute to the standard-setting process by advising
the IASB on strong solutions to IFRS.
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Lease Standard Requires Disclosure Rigor
By Dave Pelland

B

eyond the technical accounting
“We’ve been following the standard
changes, adopting the new leases
through its development, and we’ve set up a
As companies launch
standard is going to result in stronger
foundation for the technical changes,” said
disclosures and a variety of business
IBM’s Soares. “We’re educating key stakeholders
their adoption plans, they’ll
process changes, panelists told FEI’s
about the standard and outlining our decisions.
Current Financial Reporting Issues
We’ve established a dedicated implementation
also need to plan for required
(CFRI) Monday.
team in our accounting function, and a crossBy some estimates, the new leases disclosures about their progress functional team of other stakeholders to help
standard rule change could add trillions of
with the readiness assessment and the detailed
and the implications of
dollars in lease liabilities and right-of-use assets
implementation plan.
to corporate balance sheets.
Brent Woodford, Senior Vice President
the new standard.
“When you bring leases onto the balance
Planning and Controller of The Walt Disney
sheet and enhance disclosure, the rigor of the
Company, said his company has set up a
reporting applied by companies, by auditors and
centralized team with Disney’s real estate leasing
the PCAOB is going to rise,” said PwC Partner
professionals leading the implementation.
Chad Soares. “For many companies, the liability for leases is going to
“We’re planning to adapt our real estate tool for our
be the second or third-largest liability on the balance sheet. It’s going
equipment leases, and providing internal education about the
to be significant, and it’s going to be visible, and controls are going to
standard,” Woodford said.
have to correspond with that level of rigor.
The leases standard will also require organizations to review their
Adding to the complexity for preparers is the timing of the new
internal controls environment. For instance, Soares said companies
standard’s 2019 adoption date, which comes directly on the heels of
that delegate lease authority to business units may need to revise their
the new revenue recognition standard in 2018. However, consideration
leasing policies to improve alignment with accounting policies.
will need to be given to comparative periods that, for income statement
And as companies launch their adoption plans, they’ll also
purposes, may include reporting periods as early as 2017.
need to plan for required disclosures about their progress and the
While administering leases is not new, the level of disclosure
implications of the new standard, Soares said. “For this year, we may
required by the new standard marks a notable increase. Most
not need detailed SAB 74 disclosures, but as we start to roll into future
companies have experience tracking real estate leases, for instance,
periods, the expectation is that we’re going to communicate more fully
but the standard’s broader requirements to include all leases means
what this is going to mean for us. Setting those milestones in our
companies are going to have to provide closer attention to assets that
project plan is going to be beneficial.”
may have been left to line business units to manage.
“Identifying the scope of leases, in the U.S. and internationally,
TECHNOLOGY SHIFTS
is the first big task,” said Gregg Nelson, Vice President and Chief
Adopting the standard is also likely to result in IT systems changes.
Accountant of IBM. “You have to go beyond real estate to include
For instance, Soares said tracking tools developed for real estate tools
equipment, vehicles, and anything you may use to run your business.
may not share data effectively with financial reporting systems. As
You have to determine whether those arrangements would be
companies evaluate lease-related tech tools, Soares suggested considerconsidered a lease, and whether you can get the required data to
ing how the data they need for financial reporting can suggest more
comply with the standard.
efficient business operations.
Citing a PwC study released earlier this year, Soares said 80
“As you’re gathering data, that can open opportunities for
percent of surveyed U.S. companies have started implementation
business improvements and for mining that data for insights. You need
efforts, primarily assessments to understand the standard and its
a complete inventory for compliance purposes, but it can also be an
potential effects on their company.
opportunity to run the business more effectively.”
Soares added lease administration tools are typically designed for
the different needs of lessees and lessors, and some specialize in either
real estate or equipment leases. Companies need to think about their
specific data needs as they plan implementation efforts.
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Navigating the World of Shared Services

T

By Olivia Berkman

he most commonly cited advantage of
looking at metrics, continuous improvement
setting up a shared services program is
opportunities, budgets, staffing, and projects.
Shared services can be a
labor arbitrage, but the benefits don’t
They’re connected on a global basis of a single
end there. Shared services can be a
owner. We also have a team of four or five
key enabler for process
key enabler for process optimization
colleagues that sit in the third-party provider
optimization by centralizing
by centralizing disparate processes
and help to manage operations on a day-by-day
occurring around the world and enhancing the
basis and act as a real-time go-between with our
disparate processes
control environment.
functions and the providers in India.”
During a panel discussion of the pros and
Managing attrition has always been a
occurring around the world
cons of leveraging shared services at this year’s
priority for business leaders in global services,
CFRI Conference, panelists emphasized the
but it becomes increasingly important in a
and enhancing the
proper transfer of knowledge and having a stable
shared services environment. Wright and Cornish
control environment.
local process in place as keys to success.
offered advice for reducing employee turnover.
David Cornish, Senior Vice President and
“If we went back about 10 years ago into
Deputy Controller - Global Record to Report at
our India location, we were probably at a 15 to 20
American Express Company, shared one of his biggest takeaways from
percent turnover rate. We’re now down to probably 8 to 10 percent,”
the progression. He advised, “When moving a process to a centralized
said Cornish. “I think some of the reason is the size of the location.
function, one of the things we really look to do as part of what we call
Once you get to some critical mass, it gives opportunities to develop
‘lift and shift’ is making sure that you have a stable process developed
your people. It becomes less attractive to leave than it does to stay
locally before you shift it into the low-cost location.”
because they can see a more mature career path.”
A question from an attendee around access to the ledger brought
Despite their potential advantages, shared services arrangements
about a larger discussion on control. Cornish described how American
aren’t short on risks. Moving large amounts of work to a third-party
Express is addressing the issue, “About five years ago, we probably
provider or across the shared service sites requires a strong process in
had 7,500 people who had access to the general ledger. One of our
place. One of the risks is having the right amount of staffing necessary
key initiatives was to think about who needs that access to read and/
at the receiving location to be able to accept all the work. The receiving
or post. We’ve been narrowing it down in a significant way over the
location will be able to send those people to the local facility to be
past several years.”
trained on the process so you have a smooth transition.
Terry Wright, Vice President Shared Services at Pfizer shared,
Wright said Pfizer tends to shift away from the “lift and shift”
“We also look at certain markets that have a high risk profile. While
concept because it “just leaves a mess that you’ve got to deal with.”
we haven’t done this yet, we’re considering whether it would limit the
Instead, Pfizer has to have a fairly structured process up front that
access of those types of accounting activities going forward. I have not
looks at what work will move, how it’s being done internally today,
made that move, but we’re considering it.”
and how it’s going to be done by the provider tomorrow.
When it comes to ownership of lower-cost locations, the
Cornish echoed Wright’s emphasis on process, saying, “As you
consensus was to divide responsibilities between leaders from the
think about moving work from a local market to the low-cost location
operations and reporting side. For Cornish, that means having a
in a centralized area, the key really is making sure that you have the
leader who’s responsible for operational activities and another who’s
proper transfer of knowledge and you have a standardized process of
responsible for SEC reporting activities.
how you move the work from location to location, and the amount of
Wright shared, “We have a single owner of each of the functions.
work you’re moving.
So, we have a single Record-to-Report and a single head who has that
“We’ve had, over the course of the past, probably, two to three
responsibility. That person would have responsibility for the function
years, a lot of work movement of high-cost locations to India. There
within the sites, the capital sites as well as the third-party provider.
was a point in time where we were hiring hundreds of people in order
There are also global process owners who sit in between the continuous
to accept that work and that was a risk when it comes to getting the
improvement function, the site function, and the third-party function.
right people in place on the ground. Then, at the local location, to
“Each of these teams has full governance, so they’re operating as
learn and understand the process that they were taking over. That is a
one single, individual team as though they’re global in nature. They’re
big risk: doing lots of movement and hiring staff centrally.”
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Non-GAAP Measures Expanding in Volume and Scope
By Dave Pelland

W

ith the use of non-GA AP
The SEC’s Kronforst said non-GAAP
measures expanding in volume
measures
can play a legitimate role, as long
A number of companies
and creativity, a CFRI panel
as companies explain their decisions clearly
reviewed how the reporting
and approach their non-GA AP measures
within specific industries
la ndscape ha s shif ted in
consistently. For instance, a number of
the wake of Securities and
companies within specific industries define nondefine non-GAAP measures
Exchange Commission guidance in May calling
GAAP measures in the same way to promote
in the same way to
for greater consistency and transparency in
comparisons within company results.
financial reporting.
“Most of the attention is on tailored
promote comparisons
Mark Kronforst, Chief Accountant in the
accounting principles,” Kronforst said. “The
SEC’s Division of Corporation Finance, said the
example in our guidance is that we don’t want
within company results.
commission issued the guidance as differences in
to see revenue adjusted. Basically, the core of
GAAP and non-GAAP reporting widened.
this was earnings that included amounts that
“We had noticed some practices that we
are not earned, and so we objected to a number
found troubling…We issued the guidance and then we withhold any
of measures...We’re very much supportive of the information content
comments on filings until companies had a chance to implement the
remaining and our problem really was with the characterization of
guidance or to react to it,” Kronforst said.
earnings. We have some earnings per share issues where a number
“Our process of issuing guidance, stepping back, and allowing
of shares are calculated differently in GAAP for some reason, and
companies to react before we comment really worked well in this
when you get to non-GAAP, some cost issues which we said we would
situation, and we thought it was great that companies took the
drop a little around new line items and we would start to address
guidance to heart and made changes to correct a lot of troubling
matters beyond revenue. We did encounter at least one fact pattern
practices that we had seen developed.”
that was definitely the company’s adjustment cost with sales, using
Non-GAAP measures can be useful to investors and other
some method for accounting for inventory that we’ve never seen before
stakeholders by providing additional context about a company’s
and that no one else was doing.”
performance, and potentially a clearer alignment with management’s
EY Partner Neri Bukspan said non-GAAP measures can be
objectives in running and evaluating the company.
useful to investors and company management, as long as the company
“The information that is in the different values between GAAP
is transparent about what the measures are indicating and how they
and the non-GAAP measure have always been extraordinarily useful
were calculated.
to us,” said Mark LaMonte, Managing Director of Moody’s Investors
“I think it’s important to recognize that first and foremost,
Service. “They’re very helpful to us to take part of financial results and
before we even think about non-GAAP measures, somebody needs to
analyze what is really going on in the company.”
think about why they exist,” said Neri. “Why do we have non-GAAP
“What happens, though, is those numbers end up in headlines
metrics? Why are they troubled with non-GAAP measures? There’s an
and get picked up as prominently, sometimes, as the GAAP measures,
element of GAAP where we can argue that it may or may not reflect all
or get presented by the companies themselves more prominently than
circumstances…If you go back to the impetus for an MD&A, it’s to
the GAAP measures. If we lose the in-between, if we lose that valuable
tell the investors the company’s stories in the eyes of management. To
information about what’s really going on with the company, then we
the SEC, that should be the true story, the transparent story, and the
have lost valuable information content.”
appropriate story. It should not be cherry-picking or counter to SEC
rules and regulations.”
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SEC Chief Accountant Highlights Independence,
Disclosures as New Standards Near

A

By Erik Bradbury

uditor independence, revenue
INDEPENDENCE
recognition, SAB 74 disclosures,
Acknowledging
recent high-profile actions
The new standard provides
ICFR, and non-GAAP were top
against certain accounting firms for breaches
of mind for the SEC’s Office of
of auditor independence, Bricker and Stout
significant new disclosures
the Chief Accountant during a
provided their insights on the topic while
on revenue streams that
roundtable discussion at FEI’s
noting consultations in the professional
Current Financial Reporting Issues (CFRI)
practice group around auditor independence
will be useful to investors
conference.
remains significant. The SEC receives 300Wesley R. Bricker, Interim Chief
400 consultations on independence per year.
in understanding a
Accountant, and Kevin Stout, Senior Associate
Some of the topics discussed include:
Chief Accountant, both of the Office of the
a. Partner rotation
company’s performance.
Chief Accountant (OCA), participated in
b. Bookkeeping
a panel discussion moderated by Daniel C.
c. Non-audit services
Murdock, former Deputy Chief Accountant
d. Personal lending and business
at the SEC and current Corporate Controller at Comcast Corporation,
relationships (a more recent occurrence)
to discuss SEC priorities and other financial reporting issues.
Stout noted questions tend to be unique and facts-andSpeaking to the preparer audience, Bricker noted the U.S. has
circumstances-based, but cautioned that registrants and auditors
42 percent of global bond activity and 40 percent of global equity
should keep in mind independence rules around non-audit services
market capitalization. “Therefore, confidence in financial reporting is
that are not explicitly prohibited by asking four questions:
not something we take for granted, or that you take for granted,” he
a. Does it create a mutual or conflicting interest with the audit
stated. “Rather it is something we remain focused on for high quality
client?
accounting standards, high quality audits, and the underlying ICFR
b.	Does it place the auditor in the position of auditing its own
that contributes to the reports that you produce as a matter of your
work?
reporting routines.”
c.	Does it result in the auditor acting as manager or an employee
of the audit client?
CONSULTATION UPTICK
d.	Does it place the auditor in a position of being an advocate
Consultation activities are up slightly for existing standards and
for the audit client?
application of new standards. Since 2014, OCA has consulted with 4
He further noted recent enforcement activity highlights auditor
of 10 Fortune 10 registrants, for instance, while 14 of the Fortune 100
independence as not just an issue for auditors to think about, but a
have consulted directly with OCA. Topic areas, in order of frequency,
shared responsibility for client management as well.
include:
1. Revenue recognition
REVENUE RECOGNITION
2. Financial assets
Acknowledging some companies are making good progress, Bricker
3. Business combinations
remains concerned with others who have yet to crack open the new
4. Consolidations
revenue standard. Initial surveys last year highlighted a gap in regis5. Debt/equity classification
trant readiness. And while a significant amount of constructive work
occurred this year, clearly more work is needed.
In fact, recent surveys highlight that roughly 22 percent
of companies had not yet started their adoption process. This is
concerning to Bricker in the context of a standard that addresses the
top line of the income statement, and feeds into key analytical ratios
about a company’s performance while also affecting a company’s
bottom line. The new standard provides significant new disclosures
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on re venue strea ms t hat
will be useful to investors in
understanding a company’s
performance.
For those who have not
started, “a significant amount
of effort is ahead” said Bricker.
“When you contrast the level of
work between a company that
hasn’t started compared to the
work leading companies have
done and the kind of issues that
they’ve needed to understand
and eva luate, it certainly
amplifies and underscores the
risk of financial reporting for some,” Bricker noted.
While some in the 22 percent may choose to go to their auditors
for help, it’s important to start with the premise that management
leads the implementation efforts as required by books and records and
internal accounting controls provisions of federal securities laws, noted
Stout. Auditors will obviously have to provide feedback and evaluate
appropriateness of application of new standards by management.
However, investor confidence depends on the auditor’s commitment
to maintain independence in fact and appearance, while respecting
boundaries that should be followed. Auditors can still be helpful
as long as the auditor is not making the final determination of the
analysis.

process tends to be fact-andcircumstances-based, and preparers should not assume their
fact pattern is similar to other
registrants.
In terms of the
consultation process, Bricker
cautioned the SEC is not
looking to force prescriptive
a ns wers, but rat her w i l l
respect judgments, views and
interpretations that may be
different among preparers.
However, the Staff will look for
rigorous and robust analysis of
the issues. Bricker acknowledged they have objected to certain views
but encouraged registrants to bring their positions to the Staff.
ICFR

OCA and the Division of Corporation Finance participated in a
number of outreach efforts with preparers that culminated in a panel
discussion on ICFR at the AICPA conference last year, where the SEC
and PCAOB encouraged preparers and auditors to engage in further
dialog to enhance the communication and better understand and
reconcile differences in perspective. More recently OCA participated
in additional outreach efforts to understand what progress has been
made. FEI’s Committee on Corporate Reporting (CCR) participated
in these outreach efforts.
Stout noted he continues to believe the steps outlined at the
AICPA conference are important but acknowledged the full benefit
of enhanced communication has yet to be realized fully. “Open and
timely communication is critical” Stout noted.
While certain issues remain, it was Stout’s view that progress
has been made around the design and reliance of management
review controls, which appears to have been addressed with “some
success” as it has been raised less frequently in more recent meetings
with stakeholders. However, other challenging matters have been
highlighted more prominently, including varying perspectives between
preparers and auditors around appropriate risk assessments. Stout
encouraged preparers and auditors to continue the dialog around risk
assessments to bridge the difference to ensure an effective and more
efficient audit.
Stout and Bricker further cautioned it’s important for these
discussions to occur at the appropriate level of detail and specificity
to have an impact. “Don’t delay the conversation now because it’s
difficult,” Bricker stated.

SAB 74 DISCLOSURES

SAB 74 addresses disclosure of the impact recently issued accounting
standards will have on the financial statements of the registrant when
adopted in a future period. The SEC delivered an announcement
during its Sept. 22, 2016, EITF meeting that underscored the Staff’s
expectations for transition disclosures for new accounting standards.
If that disclosure only states management has evaluated and does
not yet know the anticipated effects, the Staff announcement said,
that’s not enough. According to Bricker, registrants need to provide
qualitative information about the status of work in developing the
anticipated effect, even if directional. This may include information
about the status of a registrant’s work and any anticipated accounting
policy positions. The goal is to identify for investors the kinds of
information they will learn when the new standard is applied.
OCA CONSULTATIONS ON NEW STANDARDS

According to Bricker, “We are open for business on consultations of
all sorts including interpretation of new accounting standards. Revenue recognition is at the top of that list.” However, the consultation
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While less frequent in occurrence, OCA is also open to discuss
ICFR matters, with Bricker and Stout encouraging preparers and
auditors to consult with the Staff as questions or issues arise. “We
do answer ICFR questions,” noted Stout. “It’s okay to not be fully
aligned,” he went on to say, “but where you should be aligned is on the
population of relevant controls that need to be relied upon.”

GA AP reporting is designed to provide a standardized
presentation for users to compare performance with other registrants.
It’s in that context that the rules require non-GAAP reporting to
be no more prominent than GAAP. Non-GAAP reporting serves a
purpose in providing a clear analytical description of the performance
of a business that, in an appropriate context, can convey meaningful
analytical information to investors. The concern around non-GAAP
is that it is “supplanting” not “supplementing” GAAP performance,
stated Bricker. For example, a company that individually tailors
an accounting principle where the non-GAAP measure is perhaps
accelerating revenue and recharacterizing the definition of earnings,
is not appropriate and highlights the SEC’s concerns over the
“supplanting” of GAAP.

NON-GAAP

“We’re not anti-non-GAAP,” was the headline from Bricker. “However, it’s important to understand the objective and the purpose
of non-GAAP.”
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Revenue Recognition Assessment Key to Implementation Success
By Christopher Westfall

I

mplementing the new revenue recognition
“interdependencies” of the change. “If we’re
standard is turning out to be far more than a
making this big accounting change, it’s
Having a team that can
simple accounting practice, and senior-level
important to understand that other changes
properly asses the
financial executives need a thorough and
might be happening in the company at the same
robust cross-functional assessment process
time. We really had to work pretty hard to keep
revenue stream across
to succeed.
all those things in line,” Cleary added.
“So many of us are going through this
H aving a complete and thorough
the enterprise will
process and trying to get to the ‘finish line,’”
assessment is key to understanding the work
said Christine DiFabio, assistant controller
ahead for the team on implementation, said
help the finance team
at Zoetis at FEI’s CFRI conference in New
Steve Rivera, Worldwide Senior Director
York. “But revenue is so all-encompassing and
of Financial Compliance and Procedures at
understand the
hits so many aspects of the financials, if you’re
Johnson & Johnson.
waiting until that last day and not creating the
“ We’re clear through the assessment
“interdependencies”
right team, you’re going to find you might not
phase of the project and now we’re at the point
of the change.
have that right solution and you may not have
of actually quantifying what that impact would
assessed everything.”
be for the company,” Rivea explained. “The
Results of the annual revenue recognition
assessment is when you can actually see at 65
implementation survey by Financial Executives
percent or 75 percent of the work ahead.”
Research Foundation (FERF) and PwC earlier this fall found only
R ivera added that means assessment was a true team effort.
13 percent of respondents were in the process of implementing the
“Now, the next leg of the journey is trying to figure out what that
standard, and only about one quarter were more than halfway through
impact would be, and how it will affect on the financial side of things,”
an assessment.
he added.
M ore importantly, 22 percent of respondents haven’t
Intel began its assessment work in 2015, said Kevin
started their assessments — the first step in a potentially complex
McBride, the chip maker’s VP and Corporate Controller. “We’re
implementation process.
through the assessment period and we’ve put together a rough
For most large companies adopting the new standard, the key
assessment on what we think the impact is,” he said, adding the
to understanding the impact is being able to assess completely revenue
assessment still needs to go through a senior management review.
across the enterprise and assembling the correct team to implement
But moving beyond a simple assessment, Intel is conducting “mock
the changes, said Michael Cleary, VP of accounting and financial
close” that simulates the actual close process using the new revenue
reporting at The Boeing Company.
recognition parameters. These simulations helped Intel determine
“As we progressed through this, the needs have evolved,” Cleary
the policy and procedure changes they need to make, as well as
said. “You start off with a need for really deep-accounting-policy
system adjustments.
people. Then, you need folks that understand the ins and outs of our
“It’s an interesting process because as we do the simulation, the
contracts. That eventually evolves into bringing people onto your team
issues that arise in that process can be identified,” McBride said. “We
with expertise in systems design.”
can iterate the process and policy based on what we’re finding in the
Having a team that can properly asses the revenue stream
mock close simulations.”
across the enterprise will help the finance team understand the
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SEC Corporate Finance, Enforcement Staff Reveal Priorities
By Christopher Westfall

F

inancial reporting regulators continue
The key takeaway when it comes to
to uncover issues that senior-level
segments
is that this is not a “one-and-done
Two areas of focus
financial executives need to be diligent
evaluation” Shah said. “The reason that we talk
about, keeping up with the latest trends,
about this and that we’ve been talking about
when it comes to
according to a panel moderated by GE
it for so many years, is that companies evolve
Vice President-Controller and Chief
over the years” she explained.
the segment reporting;
Accounting Officer Jan Hauser at this year’s
Other priority areas of Corporate
identification of operating
CFRI conference.
Finance are taxes and accounting changes.
When it comes to corporate finance,
“The biggest challenge that I’ve noticed
segments and aggregation
determining the materiality of an issue, financial
from years of looking at these disclosures is
preparers need to share their facts early on “so
that it’s very hard to step back and understand
of the operating segments.
we don’t waste unnecessary time,” said Nilima
what are the key drivers of a company’s tax
Shah, deputy chief accountant in the U.S.
position,” Shah said, adding that the new
Securities and Exchange Commission’s Division
leasing standard remains a key area of focus
of Corporation Finance.
from an accounting point of view.
“If we’re asking something that is not relevant to you, tell
us that,” Shah explained. “It would save us quite a bit of time and
ENFORCEMENT FOCUS
resources.” However, registrants should be prepared to respond to
Mike Maloney, Chief Accountant in the SEC’s Division of
further inquiries if necessary. “Materiality is a judgment, so sometimes
Enforcement, said that there has been an “uptick” in enforcement
it may not be unquestionably immaterial, it may be borderline and we
actions filed in 2014 and 2015, and this year is seeing a similar “high
may have follow up questions.”
activity” financial reporting actions as well as a “fairly dramatic” rise
When handling the financial reporting issues for “segments”
in accounting suspensions under Rule 102(e).
within a large corporate filer, financial executives need to understand
Maloney added that while restatements are down, enforcement
the priority of the SEC is providing clear and transparent information
cases continue to come in at a steady pace,
to investors.
“Unfortunately there still are accounting frauds being
“The reason that we spend so much time in this area is that
perpetrated and we still have situations where gatekeepers at times
segment disclosures are so important to investors. They regularly tell
fail to meet their professional responsibilities” Maloney said. “It’s a
us how important that desegregated information is,” Shah explained.
lot of the same things we’ve seen historically over longer periods of
“This is particularly true when you have large conglomerates that have
time, significant pressure to meet earnings and other performance
parts of their operations moving in different directions.”
expectations, at times an excessive focus on short term performance
From a registrant perspective, segment determination will
rather than long term success.”
influence how a company describes itself in the business section, in
Regulators also cautioned financial executives not to rely too
the MD&A and “definitely the level at which you test for goodwill
much on internal process to catch issues or fraud.
impairments,” Shah added. The regulator then listed two areas of focus
“Although there have been many improvements and that’s great,
when it comes to the segment reporting; identification of operating
it would be wrong to conclude that we don’t have the potential for
segments and aggregation of the operating segments.
issues to continue to occur,” Maloney explained. “We have seen an
over reliance on those processes. ‘I’ve got my controls, set it and forget,
I don’t really need to do anything’. It inevitably gets to individual time
management, accountability of keeping the sleeves rolled up, so to
speak, and really digging in and understanding financial reporting.”
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